Ross Lovegrove  Sprite Chair
Recognized for forward-thinking, organically-inspired products crafted in innovative materials, Ross Lovegrove achieves practicality and expressiveness in Sprite™ – his interpretation of the quintessential side chair. The balance Lovegrove realizes between comfort and striking combinations of finishes – including exuberant colors and exotic wood surfaces – results in a chair of unsurpassed quality. Constructed of a sinuous molded wood shell, which gives the chair its contemporary appearance, Lovegrove has proportioned Sprite for workplaces, schools and residences.

Sprite reflects the KnollStudio® commitment to timeless, enduring design, continuing the Knoll legacy of producing furniture to the exacting standards of the designer and affirming our unwavering belief in the power and utility of modern design.
Spirited finishes: Black and White woodgrain/Red paint, left; Red paint with Black urethane armpads, center; Lime, Grey and Red paint, right.
Boldly modern, Sprite embodies Lovegrove’s “organic essentialism,” inspired by the natural world and reshaped in futuristic forms.
The range of Sprite finishes includes Beech, Cherry, Maple and Walnut veneers and Black and White, Macasser Ebony and Zebra woodgrains. Paints: Black, Grey, Lime, Navy, Red and White. Seat pads, detailed with black stacking buttons, may be specified in a range of KnollTextiles and Spinneybeck leathers. Base is tubular steel in a mirror chrome finish; Arms are available in black urethane or molded plywood. Ganging mechanism and stacking dolly shown above. Sprite dimensions: 22” wide; 22” deep; 32” high; seat height 17”; arm height 25.5”. 